Mr.Mockup help creative professionals
to showcase their work in the best way
possible. We build unique, professional
and clean psd mockups with a wide
variety.
Visit our website:
www.mrmockup.com

Follow Us:
www.behance.net/mrmockup
www.dribbble.com/mrmockup
www.facebook.com/mrmockup
www.twitter.com/mrmockup
www.instagram.com/mrmockup

Freebies Licenses Details
All our freebies are royalty free for use in both personal and commercial projects. The license
grant you, a non-exclusive worldwide license to make use of the product you have
downloaded. Please take in account the rest of this license to know the details that apply to
your use of the product.

Things You Can Do
1. You are licensed to use the product in personal and comercial work. You can create any
products for yourself or for your clients. You can use it as many times as you want.
2. Our product can be used in an item or website template sold through a marketplace or
directly on a website without attribution required (but we always appreciate if you do).
You cannot however resell or redistribute our product as is (PSD ﬁles).
3. You can modify or manipulate the product and combine with other works and make a
derivative work from it for personal and comercial use. The resulting works are subject to
the terms of this license. You can do these things as long as the end product you then
create is one that’s permitted at “Things you can’t do”.

Things You Can’t Do
1. You can’t re-distribute our products as stock, in a tool or template, or with source ﬁles, or
lease, license, sub-license. You can’t do this with an product either on its own or bundled
with other items, and even if you modify the item.
2. You can’t re-distribute or make available our products as-is or with superﬁcial modiﬁcations.
These things are not allowed even if the re-distribution is for free.
If you’re still unclear about what is or isn’t allowed under the our licenses, or you want any
different licence to use our ﬁles, please contact the Mr.Mockup team for clariﬁcation.

